Host Rich_AGM says:
ALL CREW PRESENT WILL FIND THEMSELVES WAKING FROM AN UNUSUAL SLEEP SOMEWHERE ON THE SHIP

Host Rich_AGM says:
THE REST OF THE CREW ARE NOT ON THE SHIP....ONLY THOSE PRESENT

Host Rich_AGM says:
<<<<<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>>>>>>

XO_Quchant says:
::wakes in Turbolift outside bridge::

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Wakes up face down in the beginnings of garden::

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::working away at a console in the Security office .... humming a pop song under his breath - having just woken up and rushed onto duty::

XO_Quchant says:
Uuuuu

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Sits up quickly spitting dirt out of his mouth::

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: wake up on deck 6 near a Jeff. Tubes::

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
::Awakens in corridor near Shuttle Bay 3::

XO_Quchant says:
::gets up straightens uniform::

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::whistles a happy tune ... no one noticed he was late::

XO_Quchant says:
::walks onto bridge....finds it deserted::

XO_Quchant says:
Hmm

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: shake his head once or twice to remove a dizzy feeling ::

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
Aaaaarrrrrgggghhhhhh!!!! ::picks himself up off the floor::

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::presses a few buttons to show willing::

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
I didn't think I was that tired... ::Smudges dirt into face rubbing eyes::

XO_Quchant says:
<Computer>...Location of the CO?

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: Get up and remember he has to head to Engineering ::

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
Strange ......::notices a small pain in his head:::

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Awh... my tomatoes plants are crushed.... ::Begins to try and salvage the plants::

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::interesting pictures come up on the screen ... decides to play minesweeper while no one is watching him::

Host Rich_AGM says:
<Computer> The Captain is not on board the ship

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::what fun!::

XO_Quchant says:
<Computer> Time and location of the Captain's departure?

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
::begins to move to the TLift::

Host Rich_AGM says:
<Computer> Unable to access. Please restate request

XO_Quchant says:
<Computer> Location of the Captain’s last recorded position?

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Having removed his uniform jacket and rolled up the blue sleeves, and is wearing the vest which is smudged with dirt::

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::decides to play 3D chess instead .... accesses the games menu::

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
*Bridge*  Thei to Bridge .....please acknowledge.....

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: Look around and find it strange that he doesn't encounter anyone else ::

Host Rich_AGM says:
<Computer> That information is unavailable at this time

CTO_LtJG_Thei (CommBadge.wav)

XO_Quchant says:
*Thei*: Quchant here....please report to the bridge

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
*Bridge*: Ensign Whizon to Bridge.. do you receive me ?

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
*XO* What happened, Commander??? I found myself asleep on Deck 15......

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Finds that only two of the Jerian Tomato plants still have a chance at survival::

CTO_LtJG_Thei (CommBadge.wav)

XO_Quchant says:
*All Decks*: Senior Staff....please report to the bridge

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::notices from a trace on the console next to him that people seem to all be late on duty .... decides to look busy::

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
::enters TLift::  BRIDGE !!!

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::ignores the comm - his is not senior staff::

CTO_LtJG_Thei (TurboLift.wav)

XO_Quchant says:
*Thei*: Unknown....please report to the bridge and we will try and work it out

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: hear a message::

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
*XO* Acknowledged .......

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Julie's going to kill me... ::he says as he discards the dead plants onto the floor of the now converted Science Lab 12::

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
*Engineering*: Whizon to Engineering.. anyone there ?

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
::TL arrives at bridge::

CTO_LtJG_Thei (Door Open & Close.wav)

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::dials up a cigarette .... wonders if the smoke detectors will tell on him if he smokes it::

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Perks up and call:: I'm off duty... awh hell.

XO_Quchant says:
Thei: Run a Level 2 diagnostic of your station

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
*XO* Commander....::nods to Cmdr::

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::checks on the games panel again ..... aaaah seems to be working well!::

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
XO: Aye, sir.....

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: Enter Engineering.. it’s empty... ::

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
::begins running diagnostic::

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Stands up, and leaves The "Garden" without putting his uniform jacket on and he's still covered in dirt::

CTO_LtJG_Thei (Console.wav)

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::wonders if now is the time to run the next scenario ... decides to wait for a bit::

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
Computer: Computer where is the CEO ?

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Muttering all the way to the TL he doesn't even notice the absence of everyone::

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
<Computer>: CEO not on board the ship...

XO_Quchant says:
<Computer> Current ships compliment?

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: Go check the ship status on one of the console::

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
XO: All systems report normal, Commander....nothing unusual .......

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::thinks .... now might be a bit early .... but .... why not!   presses the big red START button::

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Enters TL:: Bridge... ::Rubs face and smudges a bit more dirt in from his dirty hands::

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
:::finally sits down at his station at TAC:::

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: see that there are only 5 crewmen left including him::

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::the computer clicks and burbles and a cough drop replicates itself::

Host Rich_AGM says:
ACTION: The ship shudders and shakes as if it has been hit by something

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::decides to call in to the command staff ....::

XO_Quchant says:
Fairday:...Your appearance is noted...please run a level 2 diagnostic on your station and run long range and short-range scans

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: feel the rumble::

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Exits onto Bridge and finally notices lack of people::

XO_Quchant says:
Woah...

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
*Bridge* Ensign Runaround here ..... what just hit us?

XO_Quchant says:
Thei: Status

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Quchant: Huh?  My appearance?

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
*Bridge*: Whizon to bridge.. can someone tell me what's going on please ?

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::smiles::

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
::notices ship disturbance:: XO: Checking, sir.....

CTO_LtJG_Thei (Console2.wav)

XO_Quchant says:
*All Decks*: Report to bridge...

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Looks down at self and realizes he's a mess::  Quchant: Sir, I was off-duty.

Host Rich_AGM says:
<Computer> Glllr....bllbrb....Malfunction

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Moves to station::

XO_Quchant says:
Fairday: ....run the scans

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
*Bridge* XO! I asked what was happening .... is that a report Sir?

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Quchant: Ay, sir.

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
XO: It would appear that something has attached itself to the hull, Commander....an alien of unknown origin .....

XO_Quchant says:
Runaround: Report to bridge..as in ....be here...

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
*Bridge*: This is Ensign Whizon in Engineering.. I'm coming to the bridge..

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::lights the cigarette .... grins, puts it out ::

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
*XO* Aye Sir ... on my way

XO_Quchant says:
Thei: Can we get a picture on the view screen?

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Runs a quick diagnostic::  Quchant: Sensors and all Science Systems functioning properly, Sir.

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: tap a few button to transfer all engineering command to the bridge::

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Begins scans::

Eng_Ens_Whizon (Console.wav)

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: Get into TLift::

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::presses the continue program on the security console as he walks past it::

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Finds the Alien "THING" stuck to hull::

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
Computer: Bridge

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
XO: Attempting, sir...it's large ....or a lot of smaller particles spread across the hull.....

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
XO: Accessing viewer now, Commander......

Host Rich_AGM says:
ACTION: Hundreds of tiny creatures appear inter-linked and spread across the hull in a kind of mesh on the view screen

Eng_Ens_Whizon (TurboLift.wav)

XO_Quchant says:
Thei: Threat potential?

SEC_Ens_Runaround ::gets the TL to the bridge:: Bridge oh mighty machine please! (deck.wav)

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: arrived on the bridge::

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
XO: Ensign Whizon Reporting sir...

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: go to ENG console.. activate it...::

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Quchant: Confirmed, an object, or a set of objects, is encapsulating the hull.  They are biologic, each no more than a meter in length and diameter, Sir.

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::peeks around the bridge door ..... aaaah .... that is good - enters:: XO:: Runaround reporting for duty Sir!!! ::clicks heels and salutes::

XO_Quchant says:
Whizon: Take a station and try and analyze the creature that has attached itself to us

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
XO: Somewhat unknown, Commander...however, they are creating a neuro-electric field and are in contact with our outer hull .......::looks with some astonishment::

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
XO: Aye Sir..

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: Begin scanning the Strange alien Creature::

XO_Quchant says:
Thei: Neuro-electric?...explain

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::waits for the XO to order him to do something ::

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Begins analysis of the neuro-electric field::

XO_Quchant says:
Runaround:  Take a station and help whizon analyze the creature

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: Try to look into the databanks for similar creature::

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Glares at Thei for stealing his spotlight when the Rommie isn't looking::

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
XO:: Aye SIR!!!!::clicks heels and salutes again before going over to a spare console::

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
Fairday: What do you have on the creatures...???

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: See that this creature is sucking power right into the Circuitry::

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::sends a request to the program running in security to beef up his console up here::

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Thei: The neuro-electric chare is making it difficult and the fact that they are covering the lateral sensors isn't helping the situation, the scanners don't have time to focus.

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
XO:: I have ambiguous readings here Sir ::clicks heels again and salutes::

XO_Quchant says:
Report People....

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: Check into Database for similar event::

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
XO:: There is a large wooden thing in control of those creatures Sir ... how can that be?

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
SCI: Fairday.. to you remember a creature that the Enterprise encounter about five years ago ?

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
XO: Sir, we may be able to beam one creature aboard for further analysis, Sir.

XO_Quchant says:
Runaround..: A large wooden thing?.....can you get this on screen...?

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
XO: Commander, perhaps a shuttlecraft would give us a better aspect of what's happening ......

XO_Quchant says:
Fairday: Make sure you have a level 1 forcefield in place first

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Whizon: Which creatures?  The Enterprise seems to encounter every space faring creature that exists.

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::decides the XO did not hear him:: XO:: It is a large wooden thing in control ...

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Quchant: Aye, Sir.  I'll setup up the field in Science Lab Eight.

XO_Quchant says:
Thei: Agreed.  Take Fairday

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
Fairday: I don't remember the clear Stardate but I remember that it Attach himself to it and was sucking power right from the ship...

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
XO: Acknowledged, Commander.....Fairday: You ready, Ensign???

XO_Quchant says:
Runaround: Can you be a little more explanative....and get this 'thing' on screen

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::wonders if he is being ignored .... tries again:: XO:: SIR it is wooden!

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Thinks he sees someone up in his face in the corner of his eye and jumps a little::

Host Rich_AGM says:
ACTION: The ship shakes slightly as the creatures detach themselves

XO_Quchant says:
Report!

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: see that the creature is detaching himself wonder why. check scan::

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Whizon: Oh, those creatures.  Yes, we did a unit on them in the Academy.

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
Fairday: Why don't we try to do the same ?

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::goes back to his work ....:: XO:: Sir ..... like a sort of thinking tree I think ...... seems to be able to command the things

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
:::moves back over to TAC to monitor readout:::

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Whizon: Seems to be a moot point now.

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Was heading for the TL when the creatures detached so heads back to console::

XO_Quchant says:
Runaround: Try and hail it

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
Aaaaaaaayyyyyyyy...... ::has a splitting headache that is momentarily excruciating:::

XO_Quchant says:
Thei?

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
CTO: Are you alright Sir ?

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
XO: I don't know, Commander......I suddenly had an unexplainable sharp pain in my head .......

SEC_Ens_Runaround XO:: Aye Sir:: Hails the large wooden thing:: Large wooden thing:: What are you doing? (hailing.wav)

XO_Quchant says:
Runaround: Any reply..of any sort?

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: Check in database for Wooden lifeform known to the federation::

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Quchant: All the creatures have detached themselves from the hull sir.

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
XO:: Not as yet Sir ... will try again

XO_Quchant says:
Fairday: Run a damage report

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
::punches console to note position of creatures::

CTO_LtJG_Thei (Console.wav)

SEC_Ens_Runaround Large wooden thing:: What are you doing? (hailing.wav)

Host Rich_AGM says:
ACTION: The image on the view screen flickers for a moment and then the creatures disappear from view and from sensors

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Quchant; Negative Damage.

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
XO:: Sorry Sir ... I lost it .... it did not respond anyway ...

XO_Quchant says:
All: Where did they go?

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
XO: Commander....they have just vanished off my sensors......

XO_Quchant says:
Thei: Where did they go?

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: check the ship status and do a level 1 diagnostic::

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::studies the console again::

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
XO: Unknown, Commander......

XO_Quchant says:
All: ok....let's assume they have gone for good....

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
XO: They have just vanished......::puzzled::

XO_Quchant says:
All: As for now we are the only ones on the ship....

XO_Quchant says:
All: Where is everyone else?

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: Try to check the Creature destination on LRS::

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
XO:: These readings make no sense to me Sir .... there is some sort of beacon ...... getting occasional radio signals ... nothing translatable though

XO_Quchant says:
Runaround: Bearing of the beacon?

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::amplifies the signals:: gloobnrdxxxillll achi!!

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
::enlarges radius of scans ....checking maximum short range and long range scans:::

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
sort of north west from where the wooden thing was

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Wonders what Runaround is talking about::

CTO_LtJG_Thei (Console3.wav)

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
XO: Sir maybe are Crewmate are on board that creature..

XO_Quchant says:
Whizon: I am starting to think that myself

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Quchant: Sir, I never picked up a "Wooden" thing on my sensors....

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
XO: should we pursue it sir ?

XO_Quchant says:
All: Yes we should

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::amplifies the audio noise:: wreserwn63xztf88 !!!! and do it NOW sdaffsdafds

XO_Quchant says:
Runaround: Take the conn

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
XO: I'll take FC console..

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
Aloud: Hmmmm......::just notices some small anomalous readings that could be the beacon:::

XO_Quchant says:
Thei: You have something?

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::worries a little::  XO: Aye Sir .... ::leaves his console babbling and moves towards the conn::

XO_Quchant says:
Whizon: I have just asked Runaround to do that

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
XO:  Aye sir..

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
XO:: That is ok Sir ... he can do it if he wants ... not proud

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: Stay at Eng. console::

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
XO: Nothing notable, sir....just some minor anomalous readings that I would suppose are the beacon .......

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Runaround: Where is this Wooden thing.... I can't find it on my sensors.

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::sits at the conn .... plots an amazing course in case::

XO_Quchant says:
Runaround: Take the Conn and set a course towards the beacon....

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
Fairday:: No ... it disappeared ...

XO_Quchant says:
Thei: How far away from it are we?

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
WHAT !?!?!?!?! XO: Commander......I.....I........

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
XO:: towards the north west of what Sir?

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Runaround: Then were are the sensor logs of it... I can't find them either.

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
XO: Got a flash image that was like someone's eyeball and a bright light that was looking into my face.....then ....now......it is GONE !!!

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
Fairday:: I am busy now! ..... check my console ... all the stuff should be there

XO_Quchant says:
Thei: Are you ok?

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::plots a course::

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
XO: Strange......but yes, I think I'm OK........

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::wonders about the eyeball .....::

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
Fairday: Need a hand to use the Universal translator ?

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
XO: I will attempt to provide distance, as requested, Commander.....::rubbing eyes & head....begins to punch controls on console:::

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::checks the course he has plotted ....:: XO:: Course plotted Sir ....

XO_Quchant says:
Runaround: Acknowledge

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
XO:: Sir?

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::gets a bit jittery ... perhaps this has gone far enough::

XO_Quchant says:
Runaround: When you have a distance from Thei....Engage at suitable speed

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Suddenly Shakes head:: Woah... that was funky.

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
Fairday: Are you alright ?

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
Thei:: It is over to you ... I need some coordinates please ::grins::

XO_Quchant says:
Fairday: Are you ok

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Whizon: Sure, I just sorta dazed out for a second.

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
XO: Distance 125, OOO Kms ......bearing 125 mark 14.......

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::giggles nervously::

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
Fairday: Do you need assistance to activate the Universal Translator program ?

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Quchant: Nothing to worry about sir.

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
XO:: I think I should tell you I failed at helm at the Academy .... but on your word Sir

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Whizon: No thank you.

XO_Quchant says:
Runaround: Please behave....engage at Full impulse

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Activated UT::

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
Fairday: aye..

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
XO: ETA 5 minutes at full impulse.......

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::engages at full impulse ... not having received the coordinates yet::

XO_Quchant says:
ARGGGGGGHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!  ::Sees bright white light that then disappears as quick as it appeared::

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::wonders if he should put the brakes on::

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: Turn around and see the XO ::

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::sits back and thinks that is the XO's problem not his::

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Grabs a Tricorder and bounds over console next to the XO and quickly scans him::

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
XO: What's going on sir.. ?

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::presses a few buttons ..::

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Quchant: Sir? ::Examines Tricorders readings::

XO_Quchant says:
Runaround: You don't graduate if you fail Helm.......anyway....125 mark 14

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
XO:: must have been a mistake on their part then .... I certainly failed

XO_Quchant says:
Fairday: I seem to have suffered from the same thing as everyone else

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
XO: what is everyone suffering ?

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
All:: I have had no problems? what are your symptoms?

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Quchant: Which was? ::Still waiting for the Tricorder to spit out some results::

Host Rich_AGM says:
ACTION: The Scene changes...... all the crew see is a grey ceiling in Sickbay... as Dr Mordren examines each in turn

XO_Quchant says:
Wha....

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::::::::shrieks in agony::::::: YAAAAAAAAAAAAaaaaaaaaaaaaajhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: wake up..::

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
Mordren: what’s going on ?

Host Dr_Mordren says:
Nurse: Give the alien 10ccs of trihoxyline !

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::starts getting smaller:: aaaeeeyyyyyyyysssssssshs

Host Dr_Mordren says:
All: Everyone just lay still..... you may still be weak

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Geez... this reminds of when I ate that mushroom in the woods.

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: try to get up:: Mordren: what happen ?

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::disappears into a small puddle on the sickbay floor::

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
::becomes conscious:: Interesting .......

XO_Quchant says:
Mordren: Let us out.....I don't want this to happen again....

Host Dr_Mordren says:
Quchant: You were on an Away team....do you remember ?

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
XO: what sir ?

XO_Quchant says:
Mordren: No....Now let me out

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
Mordren: Why is Runaround disappearing ?

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Tries to rub forehead, but can't cause he's restrained::

Host Dr_Mordren says:
Quchant: The shuttle was attacked... we found you on the planets surface... unconscious besides this alien

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
::struggles with restraints:::

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
Mordren: What alien ?

XO_Quchant says:
Mordren: Why are we being restrained

Host Dr_Mordren says:
ACTION: The alien jibbers and screams as its body withers slowly......the nurses stand back in horror

Host Dr_Mordren says:
Nurse: Release the restraints on the patients

Host Dr_Mordren says:
<Nurse> ::Releases the crew::

Host Dr_Mordren says:
Quchant: I had no idea what the side effects would be......

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: get up :: Mordren: So Runaround was the Alien ?

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Turns head to look at the withering alien::  Spontaneous oxidation... never seen in real life before.

XO_Quchant says:
::gets up and goes over to Mordren

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
::raises up on his elbows and looks around::

Host Dr_Mordren says:
Whizon: Who is Runaround ?

XO_Quchant says:
Mordren: Side effects of what?

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Gets up on one elbow, not feeling like getting up all the way as he continues to watch the dying alien::

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::the puddle fizzes a bit::

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
Mordren: He was a Sec ensign who was with us...

Host Dr_Mordren says:
Quchant: The alien fused its neuro electrical pattern with yours... and your brain tissue was degenerating slowly

XO_Quchant says:
Mordren: And our status now?

Host Dr_Mordren says:
Whizon: I believe the alien created a temporary environment for you.....to keep your neural patterns active

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
::with a tiny fizplop the puddle disappears too::

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
:::notices a dull headache .....:::

Host Dr_Mordren says:
Quchant: I managed to stop any permanent neural degradation

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
Fairday: Maybe we should take a sample for further analyze of this alien ?

XO_Quchant says:
Mordren: Thank you.  I have a question

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: try to remember the away mission::

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
:::swings legs off biobed, sitting up position now, holding head a bit:::

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Whizon: It’s happening on a Biobed, and the Doc probably got a ton of samples.

Host Dr_Mordren says:
::watches nurses run around to everyone giving them a last checkup::

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
Fairday: Do you remember anything before  what happened to us ?

XO_Quchant says:
Mordren: Where is our shuttle?

Host Dr_Mordren says:
*CO* Captain.... the Away team members are ok....which is more than I can say for the alien I am afraid

Host Dr_Mordren says:
Quchant: It was beamed back to the shuttlebay....I believe it is repairable

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Whizon: huh?  Well we were in a shuttle... then we woke up here.

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
Fairday: I can't remember a thing about the Shuttle...

Host Dr_Mordren says:
<CO> *Dr Mordren* Very well doctor....keep me informed and send Mr. Quchant up to see me when he has been discharged

Host Dr_Mordren says:
*CO* Acknowledged

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
:: try to concentrate to remember the shuttle::

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
<fizplop's little sister>  I fear it did not work .... we will wait for more before trying again

XO_Quchant says:
Mordren: I would like to report to the CO now....you may keep the others in under observation

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
::tries to remember....anything about the shuttle ..... and can't .....:::

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Whizon: Well, just think real hard and you'll remember.

Host Dr_Mordren says:
Quchant: Please check in with the nurse and get her to check you over before you leave

XO_Quchant says:
::walks over to Nurse::

SEC_Ens_Runaround says:
<fizplop's big brother> May it be sooon .... that was FUN .... gurgles with his own witticism

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
Mordren: How come I can’t remember what happened on the shuttle ?

Host Dr_Mordren says:
<Big Burly Male Nurse> ::winks at Quchant and grabs a tricorder::

XO_Quchant says:
::thinks the Nurse reminds him of an Orderly friend::

Host Dr_Mordren says:
Whizon: It may be the effect of the neural link.... some brain cells were destroyed...many in the region where your memory is stored

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
:::begins to remember a few of the ?odd? experiences:::

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
DOC: How much did I lose.. days.. weeks months ?

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
::Finally sits up all the way::

Host Dr_Mordren says:
Whizon: That is hard to tell... give it more time and come back for a final check up. We'll know more then

XO_Quchant says:
Nurse: Can I go now?

SCI_Ens_Fairday says:
Mordren: Are we free to go Doc?

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
Mordren: Need me for anything else sir ?

Host Dr_Mordren says:
<Nurse> Quchant: Yes..you are fine

XO_Quchant says:
<Nurse> Thank you

Host Dr_Mordren says:
Whizon: Check in with the nurse over there before going....but yes

CTO_LtJG_Thei says:
Nurse: Hey, Nurse....got any Tri-OX compounds....I'll take some if you do......

Eng_Ens_Whizon says:
Mordren: Thanks Doc...

XO_Quchant says:
*Quchant to Scimitar*: One to beam up

Host Dr_Mordren says:
<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>
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